Scaling properties of fluid adsorption near the base of a cylinder.
We consider the adsorption of fluid at the foot of a cylinder that protrudes from a flat substrate made of the same material. Provided the contact angle θ is small enough, a drop of liquid condenses near the base, the size of which can be determined using simple macroscopic arguments. The adsorption in this geometry shows scaling behavior related to a number of different interfacial phase transitions and, for systems with short-ranged forces, shows a remarkable property; for small θ, the height of the drop (measured from the base) and the width (measured from the cylinder axis) are near identical to expressions for the thickness and parallel correlation length for microscopic wetting films (at planar walls). The only difference is that the bulk correlation length is replaced by the radius of the cylinder. By taking into account the correct singular behavior of the line tension we show that this geometrical amplification of the microscopic lengths occurs for second-order, first-order, and complete wetting transitions, and is specific to three dimensions. Similar phenomena occurs for long-ranged forces, and shows crossover scaling behavior.